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to a parent. Young masters and mistresses especially must
realize that they are peculiarly liable to be exalted into the
position of hero or heroine, and seek to deal with the situation
in the best interests of their worshippers. Whoever the hero
may be, the wise educator will seek to direct the admiration
away from him as a person to the desirable qualities which he
embodies. In the attitudes of dependence common to early
childhood and adolescence, however, we must note an im-
portant difference: in the former period love and attention
to the self are demanded, whereas in the latter a love-object
is sought to which the self may be devoted. Thus we have in
adolescence the beginnings of altruistic conduct.
One working-out of the attitude of dependence is the dawn-
ing of religious consciousness. The Christian idea of God as
the Heavenly Father makes a great appeal, since the adoles-
cent is unconsciously seeking idealized substitutes for his own
parents. In later adolescence this interest in religion is re-
inforced by an outward-going tendency which carries the
youth to the outer limits of life. Again, religion gives an
outlet for sex-energy, while it assists greatly in calming sex
troubles—the eternal conflict between the spirit and the flesh
which is so acutely felt at this time. These attitudes, along
with his emotional instability, may lead to conversion, a
phenomenon which must not be exploited, but treated solely
in the interests of the youth himself.
But frequently the first rapture of religious experience is
succeeded by a period of scepticism. The adolescent is dis-
appointed at the failure of religion to solve all his moral diffi-
culties, and is disillusioned by the behaviour of adults who
profess religion and who fall short of his ideals. Again, his
scientific education, clashing with narrow theological dogma,
may give him difficulty: the remedy for this would seem to
be a broadening of religious doctrine to include all that
science has to teach. • He may find in philosophy an escape
from his religious difficulties; often enough he is attracted
by a Hellenic conception of life—simplicity, balance, and the
golden mean. He may devote himself to the pursuit of truth
in the guise of science, or of beauty in art forms, though here

